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Abstract
Quantization of neural networks has become common practice, driven by the need for efficient implementations of deep neural networks on embedded devices. In this paper, we exploit an
oft-overlooked degree of freedom in most networks - for a given layer, individual output channels can be scaled by any factor provided that
the corresponding weights of the next layer are
inversely scaled. Therefore, a given network has
many factorizations which change the weights of
the network without changing its function. We
present a conceptually simple and easy to implement method that uses this property and show
that proper factorizations significantly decrease
the degradation caused by quantization. We show
improvement on a wide variety of networks and
achieve state-of-the-art degradation results for
MobileNets. While our focus is on quantization,
this type of factorization is applicable to other
domains such as network-pruning, neural nets
regularization and network interpretability.

1. Introduction
Early efforts in the field of deep learning have focused
mostly on the training aspect of neural networks. The success of these efforts has led to widespread deployment of
trained neural networks in data-centers (Park et al., 2018;
Jouppi et al., 2017) and on embedded devices (Ignatov et al.,
2018) where they are used for inference which in turn emphasized the need to make the inference phase more efficient.
Quantization, which means conversion of the arithmetic
used within the net from high-precision floating-points to
low-precision integers, is an essential step for efficient deployment, however, quantization degrades network performance. Here, we follow the commonly used quantization
scheme described in Jacob et al. (2017) but note that other
schemes exist (Vanhoucke et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2015;
Courbariaux et al., 2014) to which our results apply as well.
Briefly, integer quantization consists of approximating real
values with intergers according to xQ = x/scale where

scale = (max(x) − min(x))/2N and N is the number of
bits used in the approximation. Each layer’s weights and
activations are given a different scale according to their
extremum values. The noise introduced by this limited precision approximation encapsulates a fundamental dynamic
range-precision trade-off.
Existing approaches to decreasing induced degradation are
quantization-aware training (Jacob et al., 2017; Banner et al.,
2018a; Zhou et al., 2017; 2018; McKinstry et al., 2018) and
reducing the dynamic range of activations by clipping outliers (Migacz, 2017; Choi et al., 2018; Banner et al., 2018b).
Training is a powerful method but it is time-consuming, hard
to implement, and requires access to the original training
dataset which might not always be available (e.g. when the
user wishes to use an off-the-shelf pre-trained model). Clipping has limited effect since it only addresses noise from
activation quantization.
In this paper, we propose a different approach. Instead
of focusing on improving the quantization process itself,
we explore equivalent weight arrangement that make the
net less sensitive to quantization. An equivalent weight
arrangements is a factorization that changes the weights
of the networks without changing its function - i.e. for a
given input, the network output remains the same. During
quantization, the range of each layer is set by the channel
with the largest absolute activation which we term the dominant channel. This single channel determines the noise
in all other channels, many of which have smaller values.
Therefore, amplifying these channels to match the dominant
channel while compensating the change at the next layer
can reduce the effect of the noise.
We begin by analyzing the noise introduced by quantization
of weights and activations in terms of signal-to-quantizationnoise ratio (SQNR). We inspect the effect of channel-scaling
on SQNR and introduce an equalization procedure which,
under some constraints, tries to scale each output channel
such that its range matches that of the dominant channel.
We show that equalization reduces the layer SQNR and
then apply equalization iteratively layer-by-layer and empirically show that the overall post-quantization degradation
of the network decreases. Since our approach can be a pre-
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processing step prior to quantization, it is fully compatible
with other approaches that improve the quantization process.
Nevertheless, an appealing aspect of our scheme is that for
most nets it reduces the quantization induced degradation
enough as to make quantization-aware training unnecessary
and thus facilitates rapid deployment of quantized models.
The main contributions of this paper are:

• Inversely proportional factorization: we show the
utility of weight factorization for the task of quantization. Future work can benefit by exploiting these factorizations in other settings. To the best of our knowledge
this work is the first to both highlight and show the
usefulness of inversely proportional factorizations.
• Equalization: we show that layers which have channels with similar ranges are less affected by quantization and we show how to transform a network closer
to this ideal. We also perform a quantitative analysis
of the effect of equalization on quantization noise and
quantization induced degradation for a wide range of
network architectures.

2. Previous Work
Equalization. Having channels with similar dynamic
ranges motivated (Jacob et al., 2017) to use of Relu6 activations which were subsequently used in MobileNets (Howard
et al., 2017). However, in practice, many channels remain
un-clamped and the dynamic range strongly varies within
a layer (Sheng et al., 2018). It was also observed (Krishnamoorthi, 2018) that having a scale for each channel of
a layer greatly improves quantization performance. While
effective for networks where most of the degradation stems
from the quantization of weights, it doesn’t improve performance of networks that are degraded by the quantization of
activation such as DenseNets (Huang et al., 2016).
Quantization Noise Analysis. The properties of noise induced by the quantization of both activations and weights
were analyzed in Lin et al. (2015) focusing on the optimal
bit width assignment to each layer across the network. We
follow a similar analysis but focus on the dynamic ranges of
individual channels within a layer. Sakr et al. (2017) gives
an upper bound on the relationship between SQNR and
network accuracy. An empirical disambiguation of the contributions of activation and weight noise to total degradation
was given in Krishnamoorthi (2018) for several networks.
The consensus of previous works seems to be that weight
quantization is responsible for the bulk of degradation but
we show the opposite for some common networks.

3. Theoretical Foundation
For a given network architecture there exist many weight
assignments that result in networks that realize the same
mapping from input to output. Thus, we are afforded with an
important degree of freedom enabling us to choose assignments that have desirable properties for the task at hand. We
show, that for a family of networks it is possible to gradually
switch between equivalent assignments through the use of
inversely proportional factorizations. These factorizations
enable us to scale individual channels within a layer by any
positive factor. We then analyze the source of quantization
noise and show that by scaling channels we can improve
the SQNR withing a layer. Our analysis is done for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) but the same principles
can apply to other types of nets as well. Since our focus
is on trained networks we assume that batch-normalization
(Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) layers are always folded back to
the preceding layer and we ignore them.
3.1. Channel scaling through inversely-proportional
factorization
Consider a convolutional layer with kernel W, bias B, input
X, and output Y. For notional simplicity we eschew convolutions and consider matrix multiplication. To this end we
i,j
i,j
denote X1×(K
, Y1×F
, the channel vectors when
out
x ·Ky ·Fin )
the kernel is centered on spatial position i,j within X,Y. We
can then write the kernel as a matrix W(Kx ·Ky ·Fin )×Fout
and the bias as a vector B1×Fout . The following two factorizations hold:
Y i,j = (X i,j C1 )(C1−1 W ) + B

(1)

Y i,j C2 = X i,j (W C2 ) + (BC2 )

(2)

where for both cases Ci is a diagonal matrix with positive
entries and Ci−1 is its the inverse diagonal matrix. The first
factorization scales the channels of the layer’s input and
the second factorization scale the channels of layer’s output.
We now consider a simple setting where L1 and L2 are two
consecutive convolutionalal layers in a network. We assume
that the activation function of L1, A(·), is homogeneous
with degree 1 for positive numbers. That is, it satisfies
equation 3.
A(α · x) = α · A(x) ∀α > 0

(3)

With this assumption, if Y1 is the output of L1 and X2 is the
input to L2, the scaling of Y1 results in a corresponding scaling of X2 . Combining all of the above we arrive to our main
result - the post-activation output channels of L1 can be
scaled by any positive factors by scaling the weights in the
kernel and bias of L1 (1) and the output of the network will
remain unchanged if we inversely scale the corresponding
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weight in L2 (2). We term this endomorphism an inverselyproportional factorization and it is shown schematically in
Figure 1.

at the output of each layer. For a given tensor T we denote
T̂ the noisy version of that tensor. In addition, we denote
with T̃ ∆N the additive noise source to T due to ∆N . We
start by calculating the output of the first layer

Yˆ1 = X1 ~ (W1 + ∆W1 ) + ∆Y1
= X1 ∗ W1 + X1 ~ ∆W1 + ∆Y1
≡ Y1 + Y˜1

Figure 1. A schematic showing inversely proportional factorization
in a pair of convolutional layers. An output channel i in K1 ,
the kernel of L1, is scaled by a positive factor ci . Assuming
the activation function A(·) is homogeneous, the post activation
channel is also scaled by ci . All the weights in K2 , the kernel
of L2 that interact with channel i are inversely scaled. Y2 , the
output of L2 remains unchanged. The bias terms were omitted for
clarity.

With the exception of the last layer, we can scale the individual channels withing each layer in a full network by
iteratively factorizing pairs of layers. Finally, we note that
the commonly used ReLU(Nair & Hinton, 2010), PRelu(He
et al., 2015a) and linear activations all satisfy the homogeneous property from equation (3). Thus our scheme is
applicable to most commonly used CNNs.
3.2. Quantization Noise Analysis
Understanding the formation and propagation of quantization noise across the network is an essential step in the design of better quantization algorithms. In this section we analyze the effects of weight and activations quantization using
the same two-layers setting depicted in Figure 1. We model
the effect of limited precision by adding noise terms ∆W1 ∈
IRK1 ×K1 ×Fin1 ×Fout1 , ∆W2 ∈ IRK2 ×K2 ×Fin2 ×Fout2 , and
∆Y1 ∈ IRFout1 to W1 , W2 , and Y1 respectively. The noisy
model is shown in Figure 2. For simplicity we also assume
that all the biases are zero and that all activations are linear.

Figure 2. A simple model showing the effects of quantization on
two layers model. ∆W1 , ∆W2 , and ∆Y1 emulate the quantization
effect.

We now show how each noise term affects the overall noise

∆W1

+ Y˜1

(4)

∆Y1

∆W1
The output of the first layer has two noise sources. Y˜1
is due to the interaction of the weight quantization noise
∆Y1
with the input X1 and Y˜1
is the intrinsic quantization
noise. Assuming the noises are independent, their variance
is:

n
o
E (Ỹ1∆W1 )2 = K12 · Fin1 · E{(X1 )2 } · E{∆(W1 )2 }
n ∆Y o
1 2
E (Y˜1
) = E{∆Y12 }
(5)
For uniform quantization, the noise terms ∆W 1, ∆Y 1 distribution can be approximated as uniform, zero-centered,
i.i.d processes (Lin et al., 2015; Marco & Neuhoff, 2005).
Denoting by W1r , Y1r the dynamic ranges of W1 , Y1 we get
W1r
W1r
,
)
2N +1 2N +1
r
r
Y
Y
∆Y 1 ∼ U (− N1+1 , N1+1 )
2
2
∆W 1 ∼ U (−

(6)

The dynamic range of a tensor is determined by the extreme
values across all the channels within it and so the noise
distribution is determined by, at most, two channels - the
channel with the largest value and the channel with smallest
value. We term these channels the dominant channels and
note that there is substantial variance between the extermum
values of different channels. Next, we calculate the output
of the second layer. Explicit calculation of Y2 shows four
noise sources, three are due to the quantization of ∆W1 ,
∆W2 , ∆Y1 , and one rooted in the multiplication of Y1∆W1 ,
Y1∆Y1 by ∆W2 . The last component can be neglected in
most practical scenarios and the variances of the others are

n ∆W o X

n ∆W o
1 2
1 2
E (Y˜2
) =
W22 · E (Y˜1
)
n ∆Y o X

n ∆Y o
1 2
2 2
E (Y˜2
) =
W22 · E (Y˜1
)
n ∆W o
2 2
E (Y˜2
) = K22 · Fin2 · E{(Y1 )2 } · E{(∆W2 )2 }
(7)
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3.3. Effect of inversely-proportional factorization on
SQNR
We use SQNR to quantify the effect of the quantization
noise.


E Y2
E Y2
o
n
n
o
=
SQN RY ≡
(8)
E (Y − Ŷ )2
E Ỹ 2
We calculate SQN RY 1 and SQN RY 2 , the SQNRs at the
outputs of layer 1 and 2 respectively, by plugging (5),(7)
into (8).

SQN RY 1

SQN RY 2


E Y12
n
o
=
∆W1
∆Y1
E (Y˜1
+ Y˜1
)2

E Y12
o
= n ∆W1
∆Y1
∆W2
E (Y˜2
+ Y˜2
+ Y˜2
)2

E{(Y20 )2 } = E{(Y2 )2 }

(9)

(10)

Amplifying the channels of Y1 haphazardly might increase
the layer’s extremum values which will increases the variance of the noise sources ∆W1 , ∆Y1 (6). On the other
hand, amplification Y1 is compensated by attenuation of W2
which may only decrease the variance of ∆W2 if it results
in a reduction of W2 ’s extremum values. Thus for the noise
sources we have
E{(∆W10 )2 } ≥ E{(∆W1 )2 }
E{(∆Y10 )2 } ≥ E{(∆Y1 )2 }

(11)

E{(∆W20 )2 } ≤ E{(∆W2 )2 }
We now make the crucial assumption that the channels of
Y1 are amplified in such a manner that the variances of
∆W1 , ∆Y1 remain unchanged while the variance of ∆W2
∆W1
∆Y1
decreases. Under these assumptions, Y˜1
, Y˜1
are
unaffected by the amplification of Y1 and we get that
SQN RY0 1 ≥ SQN RY 1

depends on E{(Y1 )2 } · E{(∆W2 )2 }, i.e. whether the
amplification of Y1 is more dominant than the attenuation
of ∆W2 . Thus there is no guarantee that SQN RY 2
improves. Undaunted, in the next section we present
a greedy algorithm that through iterative application of
inversely-proportional factorization improves the SQNR
across the network and reduces the post-quantization
degradation.

4. Equalization Algorithm

We now show how inversely proportional factorization affects the SQNR of both layers. We start by looking at the
effect on the signal components. We denote the scaling
vector with C ∈ IRFout1 and the scaled version of tensor
T by T 0 . For simplicity, since scaling the whole layer by a
constant has no effect on the SQNR, we can assume without
loss of generality that C ≥ 1. Therefore, we can say that
all channels in Y1 are either amplified or unchanged. In
addition, we showed in Section 3.1 that the factorization has
no effect on Y2 . Thus for the signal components we have
E{(Y10 )2 } ≥ E{(Y1 )2 }

The
on SQN
(9)
Y2
n effect
o
n R∆Y
o is more tricky.
∆W 1 2
1 2
E (Y˜2
) , E (Y˜2
)
are decreased by
n ∆W o
2 2
the attenuation of W2 . What happens to E (Y˜2
)

(12)

Building on the analysis in Section 3 we propose two
algorithms designed around the idea of applying a prequantization factorization that increases the energy of channels without changing the variance of the noise. This is
achieved by amplifying non-dominant channels such that
their extremum values are matched with those of the dominant channels. As shown in Figure 3, these algorithms tends
to equalize the channels’ energy and therefore got the name
channel equalization.
4.1. One-Step Equalization
Algorithm 1 One Step Equalization
1: while 1 do
2:
layer ← getN extLayer()
3:
if layer is last layer then
4:
return
5:
end if
6:
kerOutChM ax ← getKerOutChM ax(layer)
7:
actOutChM ax ← getActOutChM ax(layer)
8:
kerOutM ax ← max(kerOutChM ax)
9:
actOutM ax ← max(actOutChlM ax)
kerOutM ax
10:
kerScale ← kerOutChM
ax
actOutM ax
11:
actScale ← actOutChM ax
12:
scale ← min(kerScale, actScale, Smax )
13:
scaleLayer(layer, scale)
14: end while
Algorithm 1 explains a simple, one-step channel equalization method. We assume that the network can be represented as direct acyclic graph with layers being represnted by nodes and that it is topologicaly sorted. The algorithm is then applied iteratively beginning at the first
layer(node) and continues until we reach all of the network’s output layers. At each iteration the layer’s channels are equalized by employing inversely-proportional
factorization with its successor layers. A layer is eligible to be equalized only once all of its predecessor layers
were equalized. The function getN extLayer() returns the
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(a) One Step Equalization

(b) Two Steps Equalization

Figure 3. Example of the effect of channel equalization on the two layers model. Each bar indicates the maximum values of a channel. The
blue graphs show the data for weights, the green for the activations, and the red the weights of the successor layer. Figure (a) demonstrates
the one step algorithm. On the left is the initial state and on the right is the state after equalization. Figure (b) demonstrates the two steps
algorithm. On the left is the state after is the next layer weights equalization and on the right is the final state

next layer. The functions getKerOutChM ax(layer) and
getActOutChM ax(layer) return the maximum values per
channel for the weights and activation respectively. Each
one of them results in a vector of length Fout . For each
channel, we calculate the ratio between the layer’s extermum and the channel’s extremum for the activations and
weights, these ratios are defined as the activation and weight
scales. When a layer is scaled, each channel is scaled by
the minimum between the activation and weight scales. We
further limit the scale by a pre-defined maximum to prevent
the over-scaling of channels with small activation values.
scaleLayer(layer, scale) is the scaling of the layer and
its successors according to (1), (2). It is easy to see that
the maximum values of the weights and the activation post
equalization won’t change and that all the scales are ≥ 1.
An example of the results of one-step equalization on the
channel scales within a layer is shown in Figure 3(a). We
see that, post equalization, channels have much less variance
in scales which in turn implies that they tend to have similar
energy. As explained in section 3.3 for each iteration there
is no guarantee that SQN RY 2 improves but in most cases
we witnessed that it did. Moreover, even if the SQN RY 2
decreases it will improved in next iteration when the channel
of Y2 will be equalized.
4.2. Two Steps Equalization
We define optimal equalization (OE) as the state where the
extremum values of all the channels are equal. OE can
be done in terms of weights only, activations only or both.
OE for activations or weights can always be achieved but

equalization of one will be sub-optimal for the other. OE
for both, on the other hand, is out of reach in most cases
because we have only one scale per channel. The two steps
equalization tries to make a step toward the optimal OE.
Algorithm 2 Two Steps Equalization
1: while 1 do
2:
layer ← getN extLayer()
3:
if layer is last layer then
4:
return
5:
end if
6:
sucInChM ax ← getSucInChM ax(layer)
7:
sucInM ax ← max(sucInChM ax)
8:
kerOutChM ax ← getKerOutChM ax(layer)
9:
actOutChM ax ← getActOutChM ax(layer)
10:
kerOutM ax ← max(kerOutChM ax)
11:
actOutM ax ← max(actOutChM ax)
KerOutM ax
sucInChM ax
12:
kerScale ← kerOutChM
ax · sucInM ax
actOutM ax
sucInChM ax
13:
actScale ← actOutChM ax · sucInM ax
14:
scale = min(kerScale, actScale, Smax )
15:
scale = scale/min(scale)
16:
scaleLayer(layer, scale)
17: end while
Algorithm 2 explains the two steps equalization process.
The basic idea is to diminish the layers extremum values before the equalization. This is done by applying
proportionally-inverse factorization in reverse - we attenuate the channels of the first layer and compensate by amplifying the values of the second layer. To avoid increasing the weight noise in the second layer the compensating
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amplification is not allowed to change the extremum values of the second layer. This is done by using the function getSucInChM ax that returns the maximum per input
channel of the successor layer weights. Dividing each chanax
nel by sucInChM
sucInM ax will equalize the next layer and attenuate all the channels in the current layer. The second step of
the algorithm is the same as in the one-step equalization. At
the end of the algorithm we normalized all the scales so they
will all be ≥ 1. Figure 3(b) shows an example of two steps
equalization. We can see that the channels are equalized a
little bit better and that the maximum value of the next layer
is lower. Therefore, we can expect the noise in the network
after this equalization will be attenuated and indeed our
tests showed that this algorithm can produce better channel
equalization. Our intuition is that if a dominant channel
can be attenuated than it means that the weights of second
layer multiplying it are small. In other words - before the
factorization the second layer was ”naturally” attenuating
the channel, signaling that its scale is too large compared
to the other channels. In a limited precision setting it is
important that this ”gain control” be done beforehand since
quantization is adversely affected by channels with outlier
scales.

5. Experiments and Results
In this section we perform experiments analyzing the performance of our proposed algorithms. We first verify our
analysis in previous sections by measuring the noise across
test networks with and without equalization. We then show
that a reduction in noise translates to a reduction in the
post-quantization degradation of classifier networks trained
on the ImageNet dataset(Russakovsky et al., 2015) and finally we show that our algorithm can also be applied to
MobileNets(Howard et al., 2017) with some modifications.
In all our tests we used layer wise quantization. Activations
were encoded using 8-bit unsigned integers and weights
were encoded using 8-bit integers. Biases were encoded using 16-bits integers. We used passive quantization, meaning
that no retrain was used and there is no need for labeled
data. For all experiments we extract the activation extremum
values using 64 images.
5.1. SQNR measurements
We designed a test that shows the noise of each layer separately. Moreover, the test can differentiate between activations and weights noises. For each layer we measured
three quantities: the layer output where only the weights
∆W1
are quantized (Y1 + Y˜1
), the layer output where only
∆Y 1
the activations are quantized(Y1 + Y˜1
), and the layer
output where both are quantized (Yˆ1 ). To measure the noise
we compared these quantities to those of the original full
precision layer output.

We measured the SQNR of each layer and compared it to
the one predicted by (5) to verify our assumptions. The
results of this experiment are shown in in Figure 4 for
ResNet-152(He et al., 2015b) and Inception-V3(Szegedy
et al., 2015). The results show good agreement between
predicted and measured noise.

Figure 4. Noise estimation verification, A Comparison between the
estimated SQNR according to (5) and measured SQNR. The layer
index is sorted by the estimated SQNR from largest to smallest.

We now analyze the quality of our two-steps equalization algorithm. To that end we look at a simple
setting where only the weight or only the activations
are quantized. PFor weight
P quantization, we compare
SQN RW 1 ≡
(W1 )2 / (∆W1 )2 , a measure of how
well the layers weights are equalized to the weight OE.
And
quantization, we compare SQN RY 1 ≡
P for2 activation
P
(Y1 ) / (∆Y1 )2 , a measure of how well the layers output channels are equalized, to the activation OE. This gives
us an idea how far we are from the overall OE of both activations and weights. Figure 5 shows the results of this
comparison on Inception-V3. We see that the method improves significantly the SQNR of the activations and almost
reached the performance of the OE. For weights, the effect
is smaller and the gap to the OE is larger.
Finally, we measured the effect of equalization on noises
throughout the network. We measured the SQNR in three
cases: without equalization, with one- and two-steps equalization. Observing the results, as shown on Figure 6, several conclusions can be drawn:(1) overall the SQNR is improved by equalization (2) The greedy nature of the algorithm means that for some intermediate layers the weight
induced SQNR decreases. This is due to the fact that weight
induced noise is increased when the layer input is amplified.
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Figure 5. A comparison to the optimal SQNR. Demonstrating the
effect of equalization algorithm on the SQNR for inception-V3.
The figure shows how the algorithm tries to close the gap between
the original state and optimal equalization. In these graphs the
energy of the signal is measured and noise is estimated based on a
uniform distribution assumption. The layer index is sorted by the
estimated SQNR from largest to smallest.

5.2. ImageNet Quantization Performance
We now show that the overall reduction in SQNR achieved
by the equalization algorithms results in improved performance of the quantized networks. Table 1 summarizes our
results. We compared the classification performances of the
quantized networks to their floating point version. Equalization improves quantization performance for almost all
nets and for some, like inception-V1 (Szegedy et al., 2014)
and DenseNet121 , a considerable improvement is observed.
An examination of these networks revealed layers which
suffer from an extreme imbalance between the channels.
As we showed, this significantly increase the noise within
the layer, triggering an avalanche effect throughout the network. Equalization eliminates this effect and enables good
performance post quantization. Overall we see that twosteps equalization gives better performance than one-step
equalization.
Figure 6 shows that the noise stemming from activation
quantization is always reduced while the noise stemming
from weight quantization occasionally increases after equalization. To quantify the effect we have on both noise sources
we repeated the performance measurements for weightsonly and activations-only quantization. We see that equalization has a positive effect for both scenarios and that which
noise term is dominant is network dependent. For example, for the Inception architectures, weights quantization is
dominant, while for ResNet-152 and DenseNet activation
quantization is dominant. In addition, our results indicate
that the total degradation ≈ weight degradation + activation
degradation.
MobileNet is a challenging architecture for quantization and
many passive quantization schemes result in large degrada-

(a) Matched

(b) Sorted

Figure 6. Noise measurement across
network for Inception-V3.
P the
2 P
MeasurePthe activation
SQNR
(Y
(Ỹ1∆Y1 )2 and weights
1) /
∆W1 2
2 P
SQNR (Y1 ) / (Ỹ1
) for three cases: pre-equalization,
post one step equalization, and post two steps equalization. In figure (a), for better visibility, the layers are sorted by pre-equalization
SQNR values. In figure (b), for even better visibility, the post
equalization lines are sorted as well.

tion (Jacob et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). It also employs
ReLU6(Jacob et al., 2017) activations which require special treatment for the equalization algorithm to work since
it does not satisfy (3). One-step equalization can be used
almost without change if it only amplifies channels with
extremum activation value below 6. One-step equalization
gives limited improvement (Table 2). To enable Two-steps
equalization we disable the division by min(scale) at the
end of algorithm 2 and in doing so allow the algorithm to
attenuate channels (C < 1). However, to prevent significant
modification to the full-precision network results, we limit
the attenuation to 70% of the original range. This method
shows negligible effect on the full-precision network but
shows a significant improvement for the quantized network
(Table 2).
In addition, we found that due to the use of depthwise convolutions which have a small number of weights in each kernel
the mean of the quantized weights might be different from
the original value which results in a shift of the distribution.
As a remedy to this problem we use knowledge distillation
(Hinton et al., 2015) and fine-tune only the biases to compensate for the shift so that the distribution means are the
same for both the original and quantized network. Since
only the biases are being updated 1000 unlabeled images are
all that is needed and the fine-tuning process is very short.
Used in conjunction with equalization we get competitive
results (Table 2) with the state-of-the art (Jacob et al., 2017;
Lee et al., 2018; Krishnamoorthi, 2018; Sheng et al., 2018;
Google). However, our result is unique in the following
regards: it doesn’t require channel-wise quantization which
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Table 1. A comparison of the performance of the two proposed
algorithms. For each network we tabulate the post-quantization
degradation without equalization and with one- and two-steps
equalization. The degradation is measured relative to the networks
top-1 accuracy which is estimated using the full ILSCRC2015
validation set of 50K images. For Resnet-152 and Inception-V3 we
also measure the degradation when only the weights or activations
are quantized. To facilitate reproducibility we used open source
pre-trained networks. All networks are taken from TF-slim models
(TF-slim) with the exception of DenseNet(GitHub)

Original
One
No
Top-1
Step
Equal
accuracy
Equal
Weights and Activations Quantization
ResNet-V1-50
75.2%
0.25% 0.38%
ResNet-V1-152 76.8%
1.27% 0.80%
Inception-V3
77.9%
0.66% 0.47%
Inception-V1
69.8%
2.23% 0.41%
DenseNet-121
74.3%
5.78% 0.42%
Weights Quantization Only
ResNet-V1-152 76.8%
0.23% 0.19%
Inception-V3
77.9%
0.55% 0.36%
Activations Quantization Only
ResNet-V1-152 76.8%
0.98% 0.66%
Inception-V3
77.9%
0.09% 0.03%
Network
Name

Two
Steps
Equal
0.25%
0.78%
0.35%
0.39%
0.35%
0.16%
0.32%
0.62%
0.05%

Table 2. MobileNet degradation of the different quantization
schemes compared to the floating point implementation. All networks are taken from TF-slim models (TF-slim).

Net
Version

No
Equal

V1-1.0
V2-1.0
V2-1.4

7.89%
42.68%
8.06%

One
Step
Equal
6.12%
4.07%
6.21%

Two
Steps
Equal
3.2%
2.1%
1.9%

Bias
Only

Equal+
Bias

1.3%
1.5%
1.4%

0.95%
0.61%
0.55%

has significant overhead for hardware implementation as
well as additional storage requirements. It uses only ∼ 1000
unlabeled images allowing it to be used with off-the-shelf
pre-trained models and the quantization process is simple
and very fast to implement.

6. Discussion
This paper highlights a property of convolutional neural
networks that is often overlooked which allows inverselyproportional factorization. We showed methods to harness
this property to generate equivalent networks that are much
more robust to quantization noises. Our intuition was that
networks have implicit ”gain control” mechanisms that can
be made explicit through channel equalization. When the
channel are equalized, outliers are removed and quantization

performance is improved. Given the same constrains of 8bits
quantization, layer-wise scaling, and without re-training our
algorithms reached state-of-the-art performance.
Our focus was on passive quantization allowing rapid deployment, however, equalization should benefit other quantization methods. When fine tuning or quantization-aware
training are used, equalization can be integrated as a preprocessing step to reduce noise prior to training. We believe
that most current quantization methods will benefit from
applying proper equalization.
There is much more to explore towards realizing the full
potential of inversely proportional factorizations. We suggested a greedy equalization algorithm that performs well
but advanced equalization algorithms can push the improvement even further. For example, we showed that the impact
of weights and activations quantization might change between layers. This property can be exploited for better
equalization. In addition, advanced prediction methods of
the noise’s effect on the network performance like those
suggested in Sakr et al. (2017) or Choi et al. (2016) can be
used for equalization optimization.
More generally, this work is a first attempt to utilize equivalent net factorizations. The approach should find merit
in other applications as well. For pruning, activation only
equalization can be employed to make the interpretation of
weight importance more natural. After equalization, small
weights have less effect on the network and therefore are
more likely to be pruned by methods that rely on the relative
weight size(Han et al., 2015). During training, inverselyproportional factorization can be used to scale the gradients
of different channels within a layer allowing for faster convergence or avoiding vanishing/exploding gradients.
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